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The Right Stuff: Atlanta artist Cason Adams combines styles and imagery to 
create enigmatic paintings.  
 
Dates: 20 March – 18 April 2020 

Opening Reception: Friday,20  March, 6:00-8:00 pm 

Thomas Deans Fine Art, 690 Miami Circle NE #905, Atlanta, GA 30324 

Gallery Hours: Monday - Saturday, 11-5 

 
In the exhibition The Right Stuff Cason Adams showcases his latest body of 
work, which pulls together disparate visual elements and techniques to create 
paintings as mysterious as they are beautiful. The largely figurative, colorful 
paintings convey an ambiguity that leaves the viewer to extrapolate meaning. 
Images drawn from Old Masters and Romantic painters combine with neo-
expressionism and computer-age pixilation in unexpected ways, inviting viewers 
to create narratives based on memory and imagination. 
 
Adams uses a variety of media in his paintings, anything from charcoal pencils 
and permanent markers to house paint that he smooths and blends in a personal 
way. He fearlessly exploits and repurposes imagery drawn from wherever his 
senses lead him. As Adams himself says, “There are no sacred cows.”   
 
Originally from Macon, GA, Cason Adams has lived in Atlanta since he came to 
the city to attend the Atlanta College of Art (ACA). He studied with Tom Francis, 
who also shows with the gallery. From an attention-getting series of necktie 
paintings made while still a student at the ACA, he began his professional career 
exhibiting at Atlanta’s Faye Gold Gallery. This first art career led to a long stint as 
a graphic design director for Ted Turner and CNN, a career that took him as far 
afield as St Petersburg, Russia.  
 
The exhibition opens with a reception for the artist, on Friday 20 March, 6:00 – 8:00 p.m. 
 
 

For more information, contact the gallery 404 814-1811 or 
thomas@thomasdeansfineart.com 
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About Thomas Deans Fine Art 
Thomas Deans Fine Art was established in 1983 and is located on Miami Circle, in the 
heart of Atlanta's art and design district. The gallery specializes in contemporary 
paintings, contemporary and historical works on paper, and selected contemporary  
photography. The gallery works regularly with museums, private and corporate 
collectors, casual buyers, interior designers, and art consultants.  
 
Thomas Deans is the founder (1983) and president of Thomas Deans Fine Art and was co-
founder of The Gallery Downstairs, London (1985-1997). 
 
Mr. Deans has written and lectured extensively about the fine and performing arts, with 
projects for PBS, The Metropolitan Opera Guild, New York City Center for the Performing 
Arts, Cleveland, San Jose, Richmond, and Sacramento ballets, the Cummer Museum and 
Gardens, the Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg (Florida), the High Museum of Art, 
Atlanta, the Albany (Georgia) Museum of Art, the Florida Institute for Art Education, and 
Women's Art Journal, among others.  
 
He has written chapters on British paintings/artists for The Catalogue of the Collection, St. 
Petersburg Museum of Fine Arts (1994) and Women Artists, by Margaret Barlow (1999). 
He currently serves on the Dean's Advisory Board for the college of fine art, drama, 
dance, and design at Florida State University.  
 
 


